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The Semantic Web is a vision of enabling software agents to autonomously understand, process and
integrate Web resources. This ability is based on semantically marking up Web resources using
ontologies. Ontology languages are based on Resource Description Framework (RDF) and RDF
Schema (RDFS), which form the foundation of the Semantic Web. In this paper, we define the RDF
framework in terms of institution theory and investigate the exactness property.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Semantic Web [2] has attracted much attention as a new generation of the current World Wide
Web. It attempts to realize the full potential of the Web by semantically marking up Web resources so that
they can be readily processed by software agents on the Web. Ontologies provide such markups for the
Semantic Web.

As depicted in Fig. 1, the development of Semantic Web languages takes a layered approach, in which
languages higher in the stack are developed based on those below them. The Resource Description
Framework (RDF) [9] and RDF Schema (RDFS) [3] are the cornerstone languages of the Semantic Web.
They define the set of basic vocabularies and syntax for later ontology languages.

Directly sitting on RDF and RDFS, ontology languages such as DAML+OIL [15], OWL [11] and the
Horn-style rules extension SWRL [10] have been developed to improve the expressivity of the Semantic
Web. These languages extend the expressivity of RDF and RDFS by defining more language constructs to
further classify and relate Web resources.

The Web Ontology language (OWL) is the mainstream ontology language. It has three increasingly
expressive sub languages: OWL Lite, DL and Full. By imposing certain restrictions on the use of RDF,
RDFS and OWL Full constructs, OWL Lite and DL are decidable.

Recently, researchers have observed some issues related to the layering of OWL languages on top of
RDFS [5]. It has been argued by some researchers that the layering of OWL Lite and DL on top of RDFS is
not very proper as they redefine the semantics of some of the RDFS vocabularies [5, 14]. Such improper
layering may cause interoperability problems between ontologies written in these languages. Hence, it is of
fundamental importance to thoroughly study the properties of RDF and RDFS to provide more insight into
investigating the layering issue.

The notion of institutions [7] was proposed to formalize the concepts of logical systems. Institutions
provide a means of reasoning about software specifications regardless of the logical system. Hence, it serves
as a natural candidate to study the relationship among the various SW languages, as they are based on
different logical systems (semantics). Institution (co)morphisms [8] capture the migration from one logical
system to another.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly present the background
information on the Semantic Web, the RDF and RDFS languages, institution and institution morphisms. In
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Section 3, we present three institutions. The first one is for the bare RDF, which is a bare bone RDF we
constructed that only includes the triple format and resource references. Building on the institution of bare
RDF, we then develop the institution for the actual RDF, including its vocabularies and defining their
semantics. Thirdly, we construct the institution for RDFS by defining semantics for its language constructs.
The exactness properties of these institutions are discussed. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and
discusses future works.

2.  PRELIMINARIES

2.1 RDF FRAMEWORK

The Semantic Web is a vision as the new generation of the current Web in which information is
semantically marked-up so that intelligent software agents can autonomously understand, process and
aggregate data. This ability is realized through the development of a “stack” of languages, as depicted by
Berners-Lee in Fig. 1.

Figure 1

Based on mature technologies such as XML, Unicode and URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), The
Resource Description Framework (RDF) [9] is the foundation of later languages in the SW. RDF is a model
of metadata defining a mechanism for describing resources that makes no assumptions about a particular
application domain. It allows structured and semi-structured data to be mixed and shared across applications.
It provides a simple way to make statements about Web resources. An RDF document is a collection of
triples, statements of the form 〈subject predicate object〉 , where subject is the resource we are interested in,
predicate specifies the property or characteristic of the subject and object states the value of the property.
RDF also defines vocabularies for constructing containers such bag, sequence, list, etc.

RDF Schema [3] provides additional vocabularies for describing RDF documents. It defines semantical
entities such as resource, class, property, literal and various properties about these entities, such as
subClassOf, domain, range, etc. In RDF Schema, resource is the universe of description. It can be further
categorized as class, property, datatype or literal. With these semantical constructs, RDF Schema can be
regarded as the basic ontology language.

2.2 INSTITUTIONS
Institutions supply a uniform way for structuring the theories in various logical systems. Many logical

systems have been proved to be institutions. Recent research showed that institutions are useful in designing
tools supporting verification over multiple logics. The basic reference for institutions is [7]. A well structured
approach of the various institution morphisms and many other recent constructions can be found in [8].

A recent application of institutions in formalizing the information integration is given in [6]. The
institutions use intensively category theory; we recommend [1] for a detailed presentation of categories and
their applications in computer science. An institution is a quadruple ( , , ,| )Sig Mod Senℑ = = , where  Sig  is
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a category whose objects are called signatures, : opMod Sig Cat→ is a functor which associates with each
signature Σ a category whose objects are called Σ -models, Sen is a functor :Sen Sig Set→  which
associates with each signature Σ  a set whose elements are called Σ -sentences, and |= is a function which
associates with each signature Σ a binary relation | ( ) ( )Mod SenΣ= ⊆ Σ × Σ , called satisfaction relation,
such that for each signature morphism : 'φ Σ → Σ  the satisfaction condition

'( )( ') | ' | ( )( )opMod M M Senφ ϕ φ ϕΣ Σ= ⇔ =

holds for each model ' ( ')M Mod∈ Σ and each sentence ( )Senϕ ∈ Σ . The functor Mod is defined over the

opposite category opSig because a ``translation between vocabularies'' : 'φ Σ → Σ  defines a forgetful functor
( ) : ( ') ( )opMod Mod Modφ Σ → Σ  such that for each 'Σ -model 'M , ( )( ')opMod Mφ  is 'M  viewed as a

Σ -model and it is called the reduct of 'M  along φ . The functor Sen abstracts the way the sentences are
constructed from signatures (vocabularies). The satisfaction condition may be read as “ 'M  satisfies the φ -
translation of ϕ  iff 'M , viewed as a Σ -model, satisfiesϕ ”, i.e., the meaning of ϕ is not changed by the
translationφ .

A specification (presentation) is a way to represent the properties of a system independent of model (=
implementation). Formally, a specification is a pair ( , )FΣ , where Σ  is a signature and F  is a set of Σ -
sentences. A ( , )FΣ -model is a Σ -model M such that |M φΣ=  for each Fϕ ∈ . A theory is a specification
( , )FΣ  with F  closed, i.e., satisfying the property

[ ](  a -sentence) (  a ( , )-model) |     M F M FΣ∀ Σ ∀ Σ = ⇒ ∈ϕ ϕ ϕ .

A signature morphism : 'φ Σ → Σ  is a theory morphism : ( , ) ( ', ')F Fφ Σ → Σ  iff for each Σ -
sentenceϕ , we have ( ) 'F Fϕ φ ϕ∈ ⇒ ∈ . We denote by Th the category of theories.

Given an institution, the theoroidal institution thℑ  of ℑ is the institution ( , , ,| )th th th thI Th Mod Sen= = ,
where thMod  is the extension of Mod  to theories, thSen  is ;sign Sen with :sign Th Sig→ the functor
which forgets the sentences of a theory, and| ;|th sign= = =.

An important property of the logical systems is that the finite limits are preserved by the model functor.
This property is called in literature exactness. We recall that the functor Mod  is defined over opSig  and the
limits in this category are in fact colimits in Sig . If the model functor preserves only the pullbacks, then the
institution is semiexact.

Let ( , , ,| )Sig Mod Senℑ = = and ' ( ', ', ', | ')Sig Mod Senℑ = =  be two institutions. An institution
morphism ( , , ) : 'β αΦ ℑ → ℑ consists of:

1. a functor : 'Sig SigΦ → ,
2. a natural transformation : ; 'opMod Modβ ⇒ Φ ,  i.e., a natural family of functors

: ( ) ( ( ))Mod ModβΣ Σ → Φ Σ , and
3. a natural transformation : ; 'Sen Senα Φ ⇒ ,   i.e., a natural family of functions

: '( ( )) ( )Sen SenαΣ Φ Σ → Σ ,
such that the following satisfaction condition holds:

,
( )| ( ') ( ) | 'M Mα ϕ β ϕΣ Σ Σ Φ Σ= ⇔ =
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for any Σ -model M  in ℑ  and ( )Φ Σ -sentence 'ϕ  in 'ℑ . Usually, the institution morphisms are used to
express the embedding relationship. An example of institution morphism is ( , , ) : thβ αΦ ℑ → ℑ  which
express the embedding of ℑ  in thℑ .

We show how a theory 0 0( , )FΣ  and a semantical constraint can define an institution 0( , )o Fℑ Σ . A

semantical constraint is a map _ c! "  which associates a subcategory ( , ) ( , )th
cF Mod FΣ ⊆ Σ! "  with each

theory ( , )FΣ , such that ( )( ') ( , ) cMod M Fφ ∈ Σ! " for all : ( , ) ( ', ')F Fφ Σ → Σ  and ' ( ', ') cM F∈ Σ! " .  The
constraints defined in [7] are a particular case of semantical constraints defined here when the subcategory
can be syntactically represented. The institution 0( , )o Fℑ Σ is defined as follows:

1. the category of signatures is the comma category 0 0( , )F ThΣ ↓ , where the objects are theory
morphisms 0 0: ( , ) ( , )f F FΣ → Σ , and the arrows : 'f fφ →  are consisting of theory morphisms

: ( , ) ( ', ')F Fφ Σ → Σ  such that ; 'f fφ = ,
2. the model functor 0 0( ( , ))Mod Fℑ Σ  maps each signature 0 0: ( , ) ( , )f F FΣ → Σ  into the

subcategory ( , ) cFΣ! " ,
3. the sentence functor 0 0( ( , ))Sen Fℑ Σ  maps a signature 0 0: ( , ) ( , )f F FΣ → Σ  into the set of   Σ -

sentences,
4. the satisfaction relation is defined by | fM ϕ=  iff |M ϕΣ= .

Note that the semantical constraint is required only for the theories ( , )FΣ for that there exists a theory

morphism 0 0: ( , ) ( , )f F FΣ → Σ . If 0 0 0 0
' ': ( , ) ( , )F Fφ Σ → Σ  is a theory morphism, then there is an

institution morphism 0 0 0 0
' '( , , ) : ( , ) ( , )F Fβ αΦ ℑ Σ → ℑ Σ .

3. INSTITUTION OF RDF FRAMEWORK

In this section, we define the institutions for the languages RDF and RDF Schema. The construction of
these institutions is divided into three parts. Firstly, we construct a bare-bone institution for RDF logic,
capturing only the very essential concepts in RDF, namely the resource references and the triples format.
This logic then serves as the basis on which the institutions of the actual RDF and RDF Schema are
constructed.

3.1 BARE RDF INSTITUTION
The Bare RDF institution BRDF is a bare-bone institution with resource references sets as the only

signatures and triples as sentences. We use it as a basis over which we develop the other institutions involved
in Semantic Web.

A signature RR  in BRDF is a set of resource references. A signature morphism : 'RR RRφ →  is an
arrow in Set . The RR -sentences are triples of the form ( , , )sn pn on , where , ,sn pn on RR∈ . Usually, sn  is
for subject name, pn is for property (predicate) name, and on is for object name. RR -models I are tuples

( , , , )I I I II R P S ext= , where IR  is a set of resources, IP  is a subset of IR - the set of properties,
:I IS RR R→ is a function that maps each resource reference to some resource, and

: ( )I I I Iext P R R→℘ × is an extension function mapping each property to a set of pairs of resources that it
relates. An RR -homomorphism : 'h I I→  between two RR -models is a function ': I Ih R R→  such
that '( ) ( )I Ih P h P⊆ , ';I IS h S= , and '; ( )I Iext h h ext× = . If : 'RR RRφ → is a signature morphism and 'I
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an 'RR -model, then the reduct of 'I  along φ  is the RR -model I  defined as follows: 'I IR R= , 'I IP P= ,

'|I I RRS S= , 'I Iext ext= . The satisfaction is defined as follows:

| ( , , )RRI sn pn on=  iff ( ( ), ( )) ( ( ))I I I IS sn S on ext S pn∈ ,

that ( , , )sn pn on  is satisfied if and only if the pair consisting of the resources associated with the subject
name sn  and the object name on  is in the extension of pn .

Since the signatures in BRDF are sets, it follows that both the category of signatures and category of
theories are cocomplete.

Theorem 1.  BRDF is not exact.
Proof. Let 1 2{ , }RR RR  be a discrete diagram and 1 1 2 2( : , : )RR RR RR RRψ ψ→ →  its limit in

opSet . If jI  is a jRR -model, 1,2j = , such that
1 2I IR R≠ , then there is no an RR -model I  with

( )( ) , 1,2j jMod I I jψ = = .
Theorem 2.  BRDF is semiexact.
Proof. Let 1 1 2 2( : , : )RR RR RR RRψ ψ→ →  be the pullback of the following diagram in opSet

1 1 0 2 2: :RR RR RRφ φ→ ← . If jI  is a jRR -model, 1,2j = , such that 1 1 2 2( )( ) ( )( )Mod I Mod Iφ φ=  then

1 2I IR R= . We can define an RR -model I  with ( )( ) , 1,2j jMod I I jψ = = . We set
1I IR R= ,

1 2I I IP P P= ∪ , ( ) ( )
jI IS rr S rr=  if jrr RR∈ , and ( ) ( )

jI Iext p ext p=  if jp P∈ , 1,2j = .

Corollary. thBRDF  is semiexact.

3.2 RDF INSTITUTION

The RDF institution  (RDF)ℑ  is defined using the construction we defined in Section 2 starting from
a theory RDF and a semantical constraint RDF_! " . RDF theory is RDF RDFRDF = ( , )V T , where the RDF
vocabulary RDFV  includes the following items:

rdf:type, rdf:Property, rdf:value,

rdf:Statement, rdf:subject, rdf:predicate, rdf:object,

rdf:List, rdf:first, rdf:rest, rdf:nil,

rdf:Seq, rdf:Bag, rdf:Alt, rdf:_1 rdf:_2 ...

and RDFT  includes the following triples:
(rdf:type,rdf:type,rdf:Property),

(rdf:subject,rdf:type,rdf:Property),

(rdf:predicate,rdf:type,rdf:Property)
,

(rdf:object,rdf:type,rdf:Property),

(rdf:value,rdf:type,rdf:Property),

(rdf:first,rdf:type,rdf:Property),

(rdf:rest,rdf:type,rdf:Property),

(rdf:nil,rdf:type,rdf:List),

(rdf:_1,rdf:type,rdf:Property),

(rdf:_2,rdf:type,rdf:Property),

...

We suppose that there is given a set RDFR of RDF resources and a function RDF:RDF RDFS V R→  which
associates a resource with each RDF symbol. It is easy to see that RDFR  and RDFS  can be extended to a
RDF-model RDFI .

For each theory such that there is theory morphism, we consider the semantical constraint
RDF( , )RR T! "  as consisting of those ( , )RR T -models I  such that:

1. IR  includes RDFR , and the restriction of IS  coincides with RDFS ,
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2. if Ip P∈  then  ( , ) ( )Ip ext∈rdf:Property rdf:type

Since f  is theory morphism, the restriction of I to RDFV  is an RDF-model.
Example. The reification is given by the RDF signature : RDF ({ , , , }, )reification r s p o T→ , where T

further to RDFT  includes the triples:

 

( , , ),
( , , ),
( , , ),
( , , ).

r
r s
r p
r o

rdf:type rdf:Statement

rdf:subject

rdf:predicate

rdf:object

We denote by (RDF)ℑ  the institution defined by the theory RDF together with the semantical
constraint RDF_! "  using the method presented in Section 2.

Proposition 1. There is an institution morphism (RDF)ℑ → BRDF .
Theorem 3.  (RDF)ℑ  is exact.
Proof. Any two RDF signatures 1 1 1: RDF ( , )f RR T→  and 2 2 2: RDF ( , )f RR T→  have a pushout in

( )Th BRDF  and we apply Corollary of Theorem 2.

3.2 RDF SCHEMA INSTITUTION
RDF Schema defines additional language constructs for the RDF language. It expands the expressivity

of RDF by introducing the concept of universe of resources rdfs:Resource, the classification
mechanism rdfs:Class, and a set of properties that relate them rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:domain,
rdfs:range. Hence, it is natural for the RDF Schema institution (RDFS)ℑ  to be developed on top
of (RDF)ℑ , with some more semantical constraints added to capture the semantics of RDF Schema
language constructs.

The RDF Schema theory RDFS RDFSRDFS ( , )V T=  is composed of the RDF Schema vocabulary RDFSV
including RDFV  together with

rdfs:domain, rdfs:range, rdfs:Resource, rdfs:Literal,

rdfs:Datatype, rdfs:Class, rdfs:subClassOf,

rdfs:subPropertyOf, rdfs:member, rdfs:Container,

rdfs:ContainerMembershipProperty

and the triples RDFST  including RDFT together with:
(rdf:type, rdfs:domain, rdfs:Resource),

(rdfs:domain, rdfs:domain, rdf:Property),

(rdfs:range, rdfs:domain, rdf:Property),

    (rdfs:subPropertyOf, rdfs:domain, rdf:Property),

(rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:domain, rdfs:Class),

  (rdf:subject, rdfs:domain, rdf:Statement),

  (rdf:predicate, rdfs:domain, rdf:Statement),

  …

Here we present only a part of triples added to RDFST . The complete set of triples defining RDFST  can be
found in [9]. As for RDF, we suppose that there is given a set RDFSR of RDF Schema resources and a
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function RDFS:RDFS RDFSS V R→  which associates a resource with each RDF symbol and that
satisfies

RDF
|RDFS V RDFS S= . RDFSR  and RDFSS  can be extended to a RDFS-model RDFSI .

For each theory such that there is a theory morphism : RDFS ( , )f RR T→ , we consider the
semantical constraint RDFS( , )RR T! "  as consisting of those ( , )RR T -models I  such that:

1. IR  includes RDFSR , and the restriction of IS  coincides with RDFSS ,

2. ( )I Iext R=rdfs:Resource

3. ( , , , )( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )I I I Ix y u v R x y ext u v ext x u ext y∀ ∈ ∈ ∧ ∈ ⇒ ∈rdfs:domain

4. ( , , , )( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )I I I Ix y u v R x y ext u v ext x v ext y∀ ∈ ∈ ∧ ∈ ⇒ ∈rdfs:range

5. ( , )( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )I I I Ix y R x y ext ext x ext y∀ ∈ ∈ ⇒ ⊆rdfs:subClassOf

6. ( ( )( , ) ( )I Ix ext x ext∀ ∈ ∈rdfs:Class rdfs:Resource rdfs:subClassOf

7. ( , )( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )I I I Ix y R x y ext ext x ext y∀ ∈ ∈ ⇒ ⊆rdfs:subPropertyOf

8. 
( ( : ))
                                 ( , ) ( )

I

I

x ext rdfs
x ext

∀ ∈
∈

ContainerMembershipProperty

rdfs:member rdfs:subPropertyOf

Proposition 2. There is an institution morphism (RDFS) (RDF)ℑ → ℑ .
Proof.  The institution morphism is given by the inclusion RDF RDFS→ .
Theorem 4.  (RDFS)ℑ  is exact.
It is known that unsorted first-order logic is only semiexact. Hence the embedding of RDF Schema in

first-order logic can be inappropriate for many software applications. In turn, the sorted first-order is exact
and therefore is more appropriate to embed RDF Schema.

4. CONCLUSION

RDF and RDF Schema define the basic vocabularies for describing Semantic Web resources. They are
the foundation on which more expressive ontology languages are constructed. Institutions and institution
morphisms are used to formally represent and reason about the migration of different logical systems. In this
paper, we use institutions to represent languages RDF and RDF Schema and use institution morphisms to
relate them. The exactness property of various RDF institutions is also discussed. One interesting conclusion
we reached is that the institution for RDFS is exact. As unsorted first-order logic is known to be semiexact,
the exactness of RDF Schema implies that there might be issues of applying some first-order logic reasoning
tools to RDF Schema ontologies.

As stated previously, the layering of the ontology language OWL on top of RDF Schema has been
criticized to be improper, possible follow-up work would be to further investigate the layering issue.
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